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Highlights

1. Sixteen distinct compartments were identified in the pigeon basal ganglia using multiple neurochemical markers.
2. The striatum contains neurochemical regions comparable to the mammalian somatomotor and associational striatum.
3. A neurochemically distinct area located in the medialmost striatum of pigeons appears to be unique to birds.
4. The ventral striatum contains neurochemical regions similar to the mammalian accumbens core, shell, and rostral areas.
5. Most of the main compartments of the basal ganglia were highly conserved during tetrapod evolution, yet unique avian compartments representing diversification have also evolved.
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Abstract

The goals of this study were to use multiple informative markers to define and characterize the neurochemically distinct compartments of the pigeon basal ganglia, especially striatum and accumbens. To this end, we used antibodies against 12 different neuropeptides, calcium-binding proteins or neurotransmitter-related enzymes that are enriched in the basal ganglia. Our results clarify boundaries between previously described basal ganglia subdivisions in birds, and reveal considerable novel heterogeneity within these previously described subdivisions. Sixteen regions were identified that each displayed a unique neurochemical organization. Four compartments were identified within the dorsal striatal region. The neurochemical characteristics support previous comparisons to part of the central extended amygdala, somatomotor striatum, and associational striatum of mammals, respectively. The medialmost part of the medial striatum, however, has several unique features, including prominent pallidal-like woolly fibers and thus may be a region unique to birds. Four neurochemically distinct regions were identified within the pigeon ventral striatal region: the accumbens, paratubercular striatum, ventrocaudal striatum, and the ventral area of the lateral part of the medial striatum that is located adjacent to these regions. The pigeon accumbens is neurochemically similar to the mammalian rostral accumbens. The pigeon paratubercular and ventrocaudal striatal regions are similar to the mammalian accumbens shell. The ventral portions of the medial and lateral parts of the medial striatum, which are located adjacent to accumbens shell-like areas, have neurochemical characteristics as well as previously reported limbic connections that are comparable to the accumbens core. Comparisons to neurochemically identified compartments in reptiles, mammals, and amphibians indicate that, although most of the basic compartments of the basal ganglia were highly conserved during tetrapod evolution, uniquely avian compartments may exist as well.
Abbreviations

Ac  accumbens
BM  nucleus basalis magnocellularis
BSTL  bed nucleus of stria terminalis, lateral part
Bj  juxtacapsular part of BSTL
Bv  ventral part of the BSTL
GP  globus pallidus
INP  intrapeduncular nucleus
LFB  lateral forebrain bundle
LOT  lateral olfactory tract
LPS  lamina pallio-subpallialis
LSt  lateral striatum
MSt  medial striatum
MStM  medial part of the medial striatum
LStM  lateral part of the medial striatum
StVC  ventral striatum, ventrocaudal part
StP  ventral striatum, paratubercular region
QF  quintofrontal tract
TSM  tractus septopallio-mesencephalicus
TuO  tuberculum olfactorium
VP  ventral pallidum
1. Introduction

The basal ganglia play a critical role in modulating motor functions. Similar types of neurons and fibers have been identified in the basal ganglia of birds, reptiles, amphibians and mammals, which co-express similar neuropeptides and appear to have similar functions (Anderson and Reiner, 1990a; Reiner and Anderson, 1990). Homologues of the main components of the basal ganglia have been identified in mammals, birds, and reptiles, including striatum, nucleus accumbens, bed nucleus of stria terminalis, globus pallidus (or dorsal pallidum), and ventral pallidum (Medina and Reiner, 1997; Smeets et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2002; Reiner et al., 2004b; Balint and Csillag, 2007; Kuenzel et al., 2011). The boundaries of these major subdivisions have, however, not necessarily been clearly defined in all cases.

The main components of the avian striatum are the medial striatum, lateral striatum, and accumbens, each of which has a distinct neurochemical expression pattern (Reiner et al., 1994, 2004b). The medial striatum (previously named the lobus parolfactorius) has not been associated with a specific homologous field with the mammalian striatum, although it has some markers in common with the nucleus accumbens, and others in common with striatum proper (Reiner et al., 2004b). Similarly, the lateral striatum (previously the paleostriatum augmentatum) in birds is clearly striatal in nature but has not been definitively related to any one specific part of mammalian striatum. Neurochemical and connectional studies have suggested that the avian nucleus accumbens consists of regions corresponding to the mammalian accumbens core, shell, and rostrum (Balint and Csillag, 2007), but the boundaries of these regions have been elusive. Thus, in spite of numerous studies on avian basal ganglia, boundaries between and within its major subdivisions remain poorly documented, particularly in the ventral striatum, in part because only a limited number of neurochemical markers have been used for identifying different compartments. Moreover, prior studies show regional neurochemical heterogeneity throughout avian basal ganglia that needs to be better defined for a clearer understanding of avian basal ganglia organization and to facilitate its comparison to the basal ganglia in other vertebrate groups.

The goals of this study were to use multiple informative markers to define and characterize the neurochemically distinct compartments of the pigeon basal ganglia, especially
those of the striatum and accumbens. To this end, we used antibodies against 10 different neuropeptides, calcium-binding proteins or neurotransmitter-related enzymes known to be enriched in the basal ganglia: (1) calbindin (CALB), (2) cholecystokinin (CCK), (3) choline acetyl transferase (ChAT), (4) glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), (5) leucine-enkephalin-(ENK), (6) neuropeptide Y (NPY), (7) parvalbumin (PARV), (8) substance P (SP), (9) tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), and (10) vasoactive intestinal polypeptide (VIP). In addition, antibodies against calretinin (CR) and the neuropeptide cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) were used to discriminate striatal accumbens territories. Our results clarify boundaries between previously described basal ganglia subdivisions in birds, and reveal considerable novel heterogeneity within these previously described subdivisions. Comparisons to neurochemically identified compartments in reptiles, mammals, and amphibians indicate that although most of the basic compartments of the basal ganglia were highly conserved during tetrapod evolution, as previously noted, uniquely avian compartments may exist as well.

2. Materials and methods

The brains of sixteen adult homing pigeons (*Columba livia*), which were immunostained for CCK, ChAT, CR, GAD, ENK, NPY, TH, SP, VIP, CALB or PARV, were used in these studies. Sections from one of these were stained sequentially with the first 8 antibodies and provide the images in figs. 2-8. All procedures employed in this study were approved by the Animal Care Committees at State University of New York at Stony Brook and the University of Tennessee. The pigeons were deeply anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (70 mg/kg) and perfused through the left ventricle with in 0.1M phosphate buffer (PB; pH 7.4) with 0.75% sodium chloride followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in PB. Brains were removed from the skulls, placed in fixative at 4°C for 3-4 hrs, and then transferred to a cryoprotective solution of 30% sucrose and 0.1% sodium azide in PB for 3-4 days. Brains were sectioned at 30-40 µm on a sliding, freezing microtome in the transverse plane used in the *Karten and Hodos* (1967) brain atlas. For each antibody, sections were washed in PB, immersed in 0.3% H₂O₂ in PB for 10 min, and rinsed again in PB prior to antibody incubation.
Some of the tissue used in this study was used for analyses of other brain systems in earlier reports (Erichsen et al., 1991; Krebs et al., 1991; Riters et al. 1999), and the immunohistochemical procedures we employed are described there in greater detail. For the immunohistochemical staining employed to generate the tissue illustrated in figures 2-8, the following standard procedure was used (see Table 1 for optimal primary antibody concentrations and antibody sources). All sections were incubated in a 1.5% solution of normal serum in 0.1 M PB with 0.3% Triton X-100 (Sigma Chemical, St. Louis, MO) (PBX) appropriate for the animal source of the primary antibody. Following a brief wash in PB as noted above, each series of sections was then incubated in a primary antibody diluted in PBX containing 1.5% normal serum for 65-89 hours at 4°C. Several washes preceded a 1 hour incubation in biotinylated IgG (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) (diluted 1:200 in PBX) directed against the species originating each of the primary antibodies used in the study. After another wash in PB, the sections were preincubated in ABC solution (1:50 dilution; Vector Labs) for one hour before being placed in a solution of DAB with H₂O₂ for an additional 15 min. Sections were then washed, mounted onto slides, osmicated and coverslipped for subsequent examination. For immunolabeling with CALB and PARV, the method described in Laverghetta et al. (2006) was used. For SP, ENK and VIP, colchicine-treated material that had been prepared for use in prior studies was also available (Anderson and Reiner, 1990a,b, 1991).

The distribution patterns of ChAT, VIP, ENK, TH, CCK, NPY, GAD, SP, CALB, PARV, CR, and CART within the lateral wall of the pigeon subpallium were analyzed in a parallel series of transverse sections through the forebrain (Figs. 2-10). Sections were imaged using a Nikon USB 5 megapixel CCD camera attached to a Nikon Optiphot microscope and connected to a High-End Desktop M55 computer. The gray scale and image contrast were adjusted, and figures labeled and formatted, using CorelDraw and Corel PhotoPaint 12. Six transverse planes through the striatum rostral to the anterior commissure were selected to illustrate the expression patterns within each neurochemical compartment using 8 stains (Fig. 1). The regional intensity of immunolabeling was densitometrically measured to quantitatively distinguish compartments (Table 2). The types of perikarya, and the dendrites and terminals that contained the markers were qualitatively analyzed to define the limits of the known
subregions within the striatal and pallidal part of the subpallium, as well as to identify novel subdivisions. Immunolabeling of neuropil intensity was quantitatively measured in images prior to any contrast adjustments by recording intensity levels at three points within each compartment and at each level using the Corel Photo-Paint eyedropper tool (Table 2). Measurements were ranked at 4 levels: very intense or abundant immunolabeling, intense or abundant immunolabeling, moderately abundant or intense immunolabeling, and background or near background immunolabeling. Abundance of labeled perikarya was qualitatively rated separately (Table 3). The revised avian nomenclature of Reiner et al. (2004b) is used, but expanded upon where labeling patterns suggest there are previously unrecognized compartments.

2.1 Antibody characterization and specificity

A list of all antibodies used in the present study is shown in Table 1, including the immunogens and dilutions used and their sources. Each antibody produced characteristic patterns of immunostaining that were expected based on previous reports in mammals or birds.

Western blot studies of the monoclonal anti-calbindin-D-28K by the manufacturer showed a single band at 28 kD, and also showed that it does not react with other members of the EF-hand family. It recognizes calbindin, but not PARV or CR (Conde et al., 1994). Our data are consistent with a study that described the distribution pattern of CALB in the bed nucleus of stria terminalis and accumbens in the pigeon using another CALB antibody (Husband and Shimizu, 2012). In mammals calbindin immunostaining demarcates rostral associative and paralimbic subdivisions of the striatum (Morel, 2002), which it also does in the present study.

The polyclonal anti-calretinin antibody recognizes a 29 kDa protein in amphibians, lizards, and chicks (Hack et al., 2000; Morona and González, 2008; Yan et al., 2010) and has been widely used in studies of diverse vertebrate species. Within the rodent basal ganglia this antibody is a marker for terminals in the olfactory tubercle, medial parts of nucleus accumbens, as well as numerous small interneurons throughout the basal ganglia (Bubser et al., 2000). The present study focused on the pattern of CR terminal labeling in the basal ganglia, which we found is consistent with results in rodents.

The immunogen for the polyclonal anti-cholecystokinin octapeptide antibody is sulfated CCK-8 (26-33) coupled to bovine thyroglobulin (BTg) with glutaraldehyde. Immunostaining with this antibody is abolished by preadsorption with CCK-8. The antibody has been used studies of numerous vertebrate
and invertebrate species. Although glutaraldehyde was used to produce the immunogen, this antibody works very well with paraformaldehyde-fixed tissues, as do other similarly produced antibodies against immunogens (e.g., Veenman and Reiner, 1996). This antibody is a marker for terminals in the ventral accumbens and the olfactory tubercle of rodents (Zaborszky et al., 1985; Zahm and Heimer, 1988), which is consistent with the labeling pattern seen in pigeons in the present study.

The monoclonal cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript peptide antibody was generated against a rat CART (54-102) fragment (Thim et al., 1998). The specificity of this antibody has been demonstrated by omission of primary antibodies and by immunoblot analysis showed a single precipitin band that migrates at about 14 kD (Subhedar et al., 2011; Singru et al., 2007). Within the basal ganglia, CART is a marker for neurons in the medial part of the accumbens shell in diverse vertebrate species, (Smith et al., 1999; Lázár et al., 2004; Barsagade et al., 2011; Subhedar et al., 2011), which is consistent with the labeling pattern observed in the present study.

The anti-glutamic acid decarboxylase polyclonal antibody preferentially recognizes GAD65 and also binds to GAD67 (Oertel et al., 1981; Kaufman et al., 1991). It has been characterized by Western blot analyses using zebra finch cerebellum and forebrain, revealing bands at 61 and 59kD (Spiro et al., 1995). The rodent and pigeon basal ganglia contain numerous GAD-expressing neurons throughout, and fibers and terminals in pallidal areas stain particularly heavily with anti-GAD (Veenman et al., 1995; Sun et al. 2005), which is consistent with the labeling pattern in the present study.

The mouse anti-leu-enkephalin monoclonal antibody to leu-enkephalin has been previously characterized for specificity by immunodot-blotting and by specific adsorption (Cuello et al., 1984; Milner et al., 1989), and has been used extensively in a variety of vertebrate species. In the rodent and pigeon basal ganglia anti-leu-encephalin antibodies have been used as a marker of neurons located throughout the striatal part of the basal ganglia, as well as for terminals in pallidal territories, including woolly fibers in the external segment of globus pallidus and in the ventral pallidum (Reiner et al., 1984a; Anderson and Reiner, 1990a). The present study is confirms these labeling patterns. The pattern of neuronal labeling is also consistent with prior studies using in situ hybridization histochemistry (Molnar et al., 1994).

The rabbit polyclonal anti-neuropeptide Y antiserum was raised against a 36 amino acid sequence that cross reacts with human, rat, and porcine NPY, but not other closely related peptides (Kienzler et al., 2009). Within the mammalian basal ganglia, NPY is a marker for identifying the accumbens shell and ventral pallidum (Bálint and Csillag, 2007; Brauer et al., 2000), which we found useful in the present study.
The mouse parvalbumin monoclonal antibody reacts with parvalbumin (12 kDa) from a variety of mammals as well as frog and fish but does not react with closely related peptides of the EF-hand family such as calmodulin and intestinal calcium-binding protein. The specificity has been examined by the manufacturer and researchers (Heizmann and Celio, 1987; Sigma-Aldrich). It has been used previously in pigeons to describe the distribution of PARV neurons in the basal ganglia (Reiner and Anderson, 1993; Lavergetta et al., 2006), and the present results are consistent with their findings. Our data are qualitatively similar to the staining patterns shown in a previous study in in the pigeon using another PARV antibody (Husband and Shimizu, 2012). In mammals, parvalbumin neuropil immunostainings demarcates a caudolateral somatomotor subdivision of the striatum (Morel, 2002), which it also does in the present study.

Immunohistochemical localization of substance P utilized a monoclonal substance P antibody (supplier: Sera-Lab, Crawley, England) raised in tissue culture from rat spleen hybridoma. The details of the production of this antibody and the specificity have been described elsewhere (Cuello et al., 1979). The specificity of the immunoreactivity for SP was assessed by the use of a blocked control in which the primary antibody was preabsorbed with synthetic SP (Reiner et al., 1983). In prior studies in mammals and birds, the striatum was found to contain numerous SP+ neurons and varying intensities of neuropil stain depending on location, whereas the neuropil of the globus pallidus and ventral pallidum are characterized by heavy SP staining but few SP+ neurons, consistent with the present results (Cuello et al., 1979; Reiner et al., 1983).

The specificity of the immunostaining produced with the rabbit tyrosine hydroxylase polyclonal antiserum is well established (Pickel et al., 1975; Hervonen et al., 1980; Armstrong et al., 1981). Tyrosine hydroxylase was partially purified from bovine adrenal medulla by precipitation with ammonium sulfate and column chromatography. The antibody specificity was based on immunoelectrophoresis of the antibody run against either partially purified tyrosine hydroxylase from bovine or rat adrenal medulla which yielded a single precipitin band. No precipitin bands formed when the antibody was run against other catecholamine-synthesizing enzymes, including dopa-decarboxylase, dopamine beta-hydroxylase, or phenylethanolamine N-methyltransferase (Pickel et al., 1975). TH is a marker for dopaminergic and adrenergic neurons and fibers. For example, TH immunostaining detects dopaminergic neurons of the substantia nigra pars compacta and their terminals in the striatum. In the present study, TH immunostaining of dopaminergic terminals was used to delineate pigeon striatal subterritories.
The rabbit polyclonal antiserum to vasoactive intestinal polypeptide was generously provided by Dr. J. Walsh (UCLA) and has been widely used in numerous species. The VIP antiserum is specific for the carboxyl terminal 18-28 region of VIP. Tests for specificity showed negligible reactivity with glucagon, secretin, and gastric inhibitory polypeptide (Furness et al., 1981). VIP is widespread in the brain, and we used it as a marker to delineate striatal and pallidal sub-territories.

3. Results

The avian subpallium is traditionally divided into dorsal and ventral subdivisions, each of which contains striatal and pallidal territories (Reiner et al., 1994). The dorsal and ventral subpallia are associated with somatic and limbic functions of the basal ganglia, respectively. The divide between dorsal and ventral subpallial regions can be established most notably by the rich dopamine beta-hydroxylase (DBH) neuropil in the ventral subpallial striatal areas, whereas the dorsal subpallium is DBH poor (Reiner et al., 1994). In addition, we have found that a subset of regions within the DBH-poor dorsal subpallium is rich in parvalbumin, whereas the DBH-rich ventral subpallial regions, including the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, are the opposite. This rationale for the dorsal-ventral somatic/limbic distinction in birds does not appear to apply for distinguishing mammalian dorsal and ventral subpallial regions. The differential expression patterns of Islet1, cPax6, cLmo4, and cLmo3 are consistent with this dorsal-ventral somatic/limbic distinction in birds (Abellán and Medina, 2009), and will be considered further in the Discussion. Note that we focus on subpallial territories of the lateral telencephalic wall anterior to the anterior commissure, and do not include amygdalar or septal subpallial territories.

3.1. Dorsal Subpallium

Based on their neurochemistry, the medial and lateral striatum are each further divided into medial and lateral zones. The nucleus intrapeduncularis is included here as a striatal part of the dorsal subpallium, although this assignment is not unambiguous. Finally, we also recognize distinct striatal cellular islets in the boundary territory between pallium and subpallium. Only one large pallidal territory is recognized in the dorsal subpallium, namely the globus pallidus.
3.1.1. Medial part of the medial striatum

**Neurons.** As is true of dorsal striatum in general, the medial MSt contains medium spiny neurons expressing ENK, SP, and low levels of GAD immunolabeling (Fig. 11B). The sparse GAD perikaryal immunolabeling is, however, deceptive, because in situ hybridization for GAD65 and immunolabeling for GABA shows this region to be rich in GAD+/GABA+ perikarya (Veenman et al., 1995; Sun et al. 2005). Scattered ChAT+ neurons are present, although less frequent than in the more lateral parts of MSt. NPY+ and CART+ neurons are sparsely scattered throughout the medial MSt (Fig. 11A). Some VIP+ perikarya are observed in colchicine-treated material. This area has fewer CALB+ neurons than the adjacent lateral part of MSt. PARV+ neurons are also sparse in the medial MSt.

**Neuropil.** The neuropil of the medialmost part of the MSt expresses very high levels of SP, high levels of GAD and ENK, moderate levels of TH, CCK, NPY, CALB and PARV, and low levels of ChAT and VIP (Figs. 2-8). The medialmost MSt contains subtle heterogeneously distributed areas of slightly lighter and darker PARV expression, particularly near the transition with the lateralmost MSt (Fig. 9A–D). The low TH and CALB and higher PARV expression distinguishes the medialmost MSt, and show that it extends caudally to the level at which the tractus septopallio-mesencephalicus (TSM) reaches the basal telencephalon. Within the neuropil of medialmost MSt are “woolly fibers”, which are tight rows of terminals presumed to be from the medium spiny neurons in the striatum that are rich in SP, ENK, NPY and GAD, and that synapse along unlabeled dendrites (Fig. 11A,B). Based on prior findings for the globus pallidus (Reiner and Caraway, 1987), these woolly fiber terminals are likely to end on long, smooth dendrites of neurons that lightly express LANT6 and/or PARV. Whether these striatal neurons are interneurons or projection neurons is unknown, although PARV+/LANT6+ expressing pallidal projection neurons, but not interneurons, receive woolly fiber inputs (Reiner et al., 2004a,b).

3.1.2. Lateral part of the medial striatum
**Neurons.** Neurons containing ChAT are more plentiful in the lateral MSt than in more medial or lateral striatal compartments. The lateral MSt, like the medial MSt, is rich in medium-sized spiny projection neurons containing either SP or ENK, as evident in colchicine-treated material. Scattered NPY+ neurons were also present throughout lateral MSt. Neurons immunolabeled for GAD are scarce in the lateral MSt, although GABA immunolabeling and GAD65 in situ hybridization studies have shown that GAD-synthesizing perikarya are in fact abundant throughout both medial and lateral MSt (Veenman and Reiner, 1994; Sun et al., 2005). A few neurons immunolabeled for VIP are observed in colchicine-treated cases. Numerous PARV+ and CALB+ neurons are also present, in contrast with the medial MSt.

**Neuropil.** The striatal neuropil contains high levels of TH and GAD, moderate levels of ChAT, ENK, CCK, NPY, SP, and CALB, and low levels of VIP and PARV. The neuropil of the lateralmost MSt is distinguished from the more medial MSt by its higher expression of TH, ChAT and CALB and lower expression of PARV. The lateralmost MSt extends medially to the ventricle at its more caudal levels, that is from the level at which the TSM reaches the basal telencephalon to the anterior commissure (Figs. 8, 9F,G,G'). The lateralmost medial striatum contains some woolly fibers, which are strongly labeled for SP, NPY, and ENK, and which emanate as finger-like extensions from globus pallidus into the lateral MSt. Woolly fibers are, nonetheless, less abundant in the lateral than medial MSt. VIP and CCK are sparse in the neuropil of both the medial and lateral MSt.

3.1.3. **Medial part of lateral striatum**

**Neurons.** Like other striatal territories, the medial LSt is rich in medium-sized spiny projection neurons that contain either SP or ENK. The medial LSt is very poor in both ChAT and NPY neurons, in contrast to the MSt. VIP+ neurons were rarely observed, even in colchicine-treated tissue. The medial LSt contains numerous PARV+ neurons but few CALB+ neurons. Large GAD+ neurons resembling the PARV+ neurons in size and frequency are present, consistent with previous studies showing that GAD and PARV are co-expressed in the same neurons of LSt (Reiner and Anderson, 1993).
Neuropil. The medial part of the LSt contains high levels of TH, GAD, and PARV, moderate levels of ChAT, VIP, ENK, CCK, NPY, and SP, and low levels of CALB and (Figs. 2-8; Table 2). The medial part of the LSt extends medially to the ventricle at levels near the anterior commissure. Woolly fibers are rare, except along the border with the globus pallidus (GP), where they extend from the GP into the striatum. Except when present in woolly fibers, NPY, GAD, CCK, and VIP are expressed fairly evenly throughout the LSt neuropil. TH is present in a graded pattern that is lowest in the medial most MSt, higher in the lateralmost MSt, slightly lower in the medialmost LSt, and highest in the lateralmost LSt (Figs. 2-8). CALB is found in higher levels in the lateral part of the medial striatum than in adjacent striatal territories, whereas PARV and CART are less abundant in the lateral part of the medial striatum than in adjacent striatal territories (Figs. 9, 10).

3.1.4. Lateral part of lateral striatum

Neurons. The lateral LSt is very similar to the medial LSt. It is rich in SP+ and ENK+ medium-sized spiny projection neurons, but is very poor in ChAT+, NPY+, VIP+, and CALB+ neurons. There are few CALB+ neurons. Numerous large PARV+ and GAD+ neurons likely represent the same neuronal population (Reiner and Anderson, 1993).

Neuropil. The neuropil in the lateralmost part of the LSt contains very high levels of TH, high levels of VIP, CCK, and GAD, moderate levels of ChAT, ENK, NPY, and SP, and low levels of CALB and PARV. The lateralmost part of the LSt along the lateral margins of the globus pallidus is a neurochemically unique area, distinguished by its much higher expressions of VIP, TH, and CCK in its neuropil (Figs. 6-7), suggesting that this area may have a specialized function and thus differ from the remainder of lateral LSt. Woolly fibers are rare, except along the border with the globus pallidus (GP), where they extend from the GP into the striatum. Except when present in woolly fibers, NPY, GAD, CCK, and VIP are expressed fairly evenly throughout the lateral LSt neuropil. The lateral LSt can be readily distinguished from the medial LSt by the paucity of PARV in its neuropil. Of the markers examined in this study, the localization of TH and the calcium binding proteins provides the best means to distinguish the different striatal areas (Figs. 2-8). In the case of the lateral striatum, CALB is found in higher levels in the
neuropil of the lateral striatum than in the medial striatum, whereas PARV is less abundant in the neuropil of the lateral part of the lateral striatum than in the medial parts of the lateral striatum (Fig. 9).

3.1.4. *Intrapeduncular Nucleus (INP)*

*Neurons.* The INP is located along the ventromedial border of globus pallidus and lateral to the MSt (Figs. 7-8). The neuronal profile of INP is largely striatal. For example, many medium-sized SP+ and ENK+ neurons are present in colchicine-treated material in INP, resembling those seen in MSt and LSt. Prior in situ hybridization studies confirm that the INP contains many SP+ neurons (Abellán and Medina, 2009) and scattered ENK+ neurons (Molnar et al., 1994), as well as medium-sized GAD+ neurons (Sun et al., 2005). NPY+ and CALB+ neurons are sparse in the INP, as they are in most other striatal areas. On the other hand, ChAT+ neurons are much more plentiful in the INP than in the medial or lateral striatum, whereas PARV+ neurons are scarcer.

*Neuropil.* The neuropil of INP contains moderate levels of ChAT, TH, GAD, and PARV, and low levels of VIP, ENK, CCK, NPY, SP, and CALB. The neuropil of the INP can be distinguished from that of the globus pallidus by the absence of woolly fibers that contain GAD, ENK and/or SP, and a more intensely PARV+ neuropil, whereas the GP neuropil is rich in woolly fibers that contain GAD, ENK and/or SP. The neuropil of INP, in general, resembles that of the striatum. The INP contains many ChAT+ fibers, likely reflecting its enrichment with cholinergic neurons.

3.1.5. *Cell islands within the lamina pallio-subpallialis*

*Neurons.* The dorsal and lateral edge of the striatum is formed by a band of fibers, the lamina pallio-subpallialis. Tightly clustered neurons form compact islands within it, which are particularly large and prominent rostrally (Figs. 2-3), but smaller more caudally (Figs. 4-8). Abellán and Medina have identified these islands in embryonic chick and termed them the striatal capsule. Neurons within these islands appear to contain medium-sized striatal projection neuron markers, notably SP+ and ENK+. According to Abellán and Medina (2009),
these cells also express the striatal gene cLmo4 and GAD67 (their fig. 13D-F). These neurons are enriched in DARPP32+ as well (Reiner et al., 1998b).

**Neuropil.** The neuropil of the islands of the striatal capsule contain high levels of ChAT, moderate levels of ENK, TH, CALB and PARV, and low levels of VIP, GAD, CCK, NPY, and SP. The islands are most easily identified by their ChAT immunostaining because the adjacent striatum stains less intensely, whereas immunostaining for other markers is either absent or similar to that in the adjacent striatum.

### 3.1.6 Globus Pallidus

**Neurons.** The globus pallidus appears rostrally at approximately A11.75 as small finger-like extensions into rostral striatum (Figs. 4-5) arising from the main body of the more caudal pallidal zone (Figs. 6-8). The large GABAergic pallidal neurons are enriched in PARV, and so PARV+ neurons are plentiful in globus pallidus (Laverghetta et al., 2006). ChAT-immunolabeled neurons are relatively plentiful within the globus pallidus as well, although less numerous than in the INP. Scattered spiny SP+ and ENK+ neurons are also seen in globus pallidus (Fig. 11C), as noted previously (Reiner et al., 1983; Molnar et al., 1994), but NPY+, CCK+, and CALB+ neurons are largely absent.

**Neuropil.** Woolly fibers dominate the neuropil of the globus pallidus and contain very high levels of GAD, high levels of ENK and SP, and moderate levels of VIP (Fig. 11C). The woolly fibers arise from medium spiny neurons in the LSt, which are likewise rich in GAD, SP, and ENK, and the terminals of LSt neurons form rows of synapses along the sides of the dendrites of globus pallidus neurons. Since the globus pallidus also contains some VIP+ woolly fibers, it seems likely that some LSt medium spiny neurons do synthesize VIP, although VIP+ neurons were not detected in it by immunolabeling. The globus pallidus contains few fibers labeled for ChAT, TH, CCK, NPY, CALB or PARV, with the paucity of TH typical of a pallidal zone.

### 3.2 Ventral Subpallium

The ventral subpallium is divided into striatal, pallidal, and mixed populations as determined by their neurochemical patterns (Abellán and Medina, 2009). Based on our
findings and prior studies, we identify the following four striatal regions within the ventral subpallium: (1) nucleus accumbens, defined by Reiner et al. (2004b) as a ventral part of rostral striatum, nearest the ventricle; (2) an area lateral to nucleus accumbens that we here refer to as reticular ventral striatum; (3) a region deep to the olfactory tubercle but external to the reticular ventral striatum, which we term the paratubercular striatum; (4) a region that extends dorsal and caudal to the reticular striatum and ventral pallidum that we call the ventrocaudal striatum (Stvc). Our paratubercular striatum and Stvc corresponds to the “accumbens shell” of chicken embryos identified by Abellán and Medina (2009). A single pallidal territory of the ventral subpallium, the ventral pallidum, is considered pallidal based on the presence of woolly fibers, namely closely spaced parallel rows of synaptic terminals that immunostain strongly for DARPP32, SP, ENK, CALB or neurotensin (Reiner and Carraway, 1987; Reiner et al., 1998b). Finally, several subpallial regions have a mixture of striatal and pallidal characteristics: (1) the lateral bed nucleus of stria terminals (BStL), which is adjacent to the tip of the lateral ventricle and extends as a thin sheet rostrally along the ventricle at the medial edge of nucleus accumbens; (2) the juxtacapsular (Bjx) subdivision, which forms the lateral border of the BStL (N.B. earlier avian studies often called the BStL and Bjx the ‘nucleus accumbens’) (Reiner et al., 2004b); and (3) the olfactory tubercle, which occupies the superficial surface of the lateral subpallium and receives olfactory input (Abellán and Medina, 2009).

3.2.1. Nucleus accumbens

Neurons. Nucleus accumbens, as defined in Reiner et al. (2004b) is rich in SP+ and ENK+ neurons, as well as GABAergic neurons (Veenman and Reiner, 1994; Sun et al., 2005), as typical of striatal domains. ChAT+, VIP+, NPY+, CALB+, and CART+ neurons also are scattered throughout.

Neuropil. The neuropil of nucleus accumbens is heterogeneous, and largely characterized by very high levels of VIP, ENK, NPY, and SP, high levels of CCK and GAD, moderate levels of ChAT, TH, and CALB, and low levels of PARV (Figs. 2-5). The neurochemical characteristics of its neuropil are particularly useful for defining nucleus accumbens. For example, the rich levels of SP immunoreactivity distinguish it from adjacent dorsal striatal
regions, except the medialmost MSt, which also has high SP neuropil levels. In contrast, TH is less abundant in the accumbens compared to the dorsal striatal regions, except for the medialmost MSt. The accumbens neuropil is richer in VIP, ENK, CCK, and NPY than other parts of the striatum. The VIP fibers, in particular, differentially delineate accumbens from striatal territory above and lateral to it. The NPY and ENK fibers tend to be distributed in patches of high and low abundance, not seen with other markers (Figs. 5 C,G). Caudally, the accumbens is contiguous with the rostral BSTL (Fig. 5), but can be easily distinguished by the much higher levels of SP in accumbens compared to the BSTL (Figs. 2-5). In addition, nucleus accumbens is one of the few striatal areas with high levels of CR and CART in the neuropil (Fig. 10).

3.2.2. Paratubercular striatum

Overview. The paratubercular striatum (Stp) is located superficial (i.e. ventral or external) to the accumbens and reticular striatum, but deep (i.e. ventral or internal) to the thin, rostral extension of the ventral pallidum and to the olfactory tubercle, which itself is the thin olfactory-recipient zone along the ventral surface of the subpallium. Its neuropil exhibits a unique pattern because it immunostains intensely for most markers in contrast to other striatal regions, as described below, which is the major reason for recognizing it as a distinct territory (Figs. 2-6). However, it is difficult to distinguish it from the olfactory tubercle, as both have similar staining characteristics and some neurons of Stp may receive olfactory bulb input, like the olfactory tubercle, via dendrites that extend into the olfactory terminal zone of olfactory tubercle. Nonetheless, olfactory terminals do not end in the Stp (Reiner and Karten, 1985; Atoji and Wild, 2014), and for this reason, we do not include it as part of the olfactory tubercle. The Stp expands dorsolaterally towards the MSt at the level of the reticular striatum (see below) just anterior to the rostral pole of the ventral pallidum (Fig. 5). Around the lateral aspect of VP, it blends with the Stvc (Fig. 6).

Neurons. The Stp contains SP+ and ENK+ neurons, but only scattered ChAT+, NPY+, and PARV+ neurons. VIP+ neurons were rarely seen. CART neurons are also present within the Stp (Fig. 10), which differentiates the Stp from most other striatal areas.
Neuropil. The Stp neuropil contains very high levels of VIP, ENK, TH, CCK, GAD, and SP, high levels of ChAT and NPY, moderate levels of CALB, and low levels of PARV (Figs. 2-9). Woolly fibers rich in VIP, ENK, GAD, and SP, and non-woolly fibers rich in TH and CCK are more abundant rostromedially than caudolaterally. The medial Stp neuropil also displays high levels of CART (Fig. 10H-I).

3.2.3. Reticular ventral striatum

Overview. The reticular part of the ventral striatum (StR) lies lateral to nucleus accumbens of Reiner et al. (2004b) and anterior to the rostral pole of the ventral pallidum (Fig. 5). It is better distinguished by its neuropil traits than by its constituent neuronal populations, as further detailed below. In particular, it is characterized by and named for the reticulated appearance imparted by the numerous fiber bundles that traverse this region, as most evident in the TH and CCK immunolabeled tissue.

Neurons. As a striatal region, it contains neurons rich in ENK or SP, which probably co-contain GABA (Reiner and Anderson, 1993). ChAT+ neurons are scattered throughout, in a somewhat greater abundance than in nucleus accumbens. Scattered NPY+ and CALB+ neurons are also present.

Neuropil. The reticular part of the ventral striatum contains very high levels of VIP and SP, high levels of ChAT, ENK, TH, CCK, NPY and GAD, but moderate levels of CALB and low levels of PARV. The high SP and VIP combined with low GAD and NPY distributions especially define this region. It exhibits a unique combination of features that distinguish it from the accumbens and the overlying MSt. First, compared to the adjacent accumbens the StR neuropil is richer in ChAT and TH, but poorer in ENK and NPY. Second, compared to the medialmost MSt, the neuropil is much richer in VIP, TH, CCK, and GAD, but poorer in PARV. Third, it is poor in ENK and NPY woolly fibers, and the more numerous ENK and NPY woolly fibers of the MSt form a clear border with the StR. Finally, the abundance of neuropil zones with lower levels of ENK, TH, CCK, NPY, GAD, and PARV, interspersed with zones displaying higher levels, distinguish it from the olfactory tubercle and paratubercular striatum below (Figs. 2-6). The pattern of TH and CCK immunolabeled fibers also characterizes this reticular region, with small zones of richly
labeled neuropil interdigitating with small, poorly labeled zones, in contrast to the uniform neuropil labeling for TH and CCK throughout the dorsal striatum.

3.2.4. Ventrocaudal part of the striatum

Overview. The ventrocaudal part of the striatum (Stvc) appears rostrally just above the reticular striatum and extends caudally above the ventral pallidum and medial to the globus pallidus, forming a cup-shaped zone at the caudoventral pole of the lateral MSt (Figs. 7-8). It is usually included in the lateral part of the MSt because of its location just below it. Abellán and Medina (2009), however, considered this region as the caudal continuation of the paratubercular striatum, and the similar immunohistochemical labeling patterns we observed are consistent with their grouping. Although the ventrocaudal region and the MSt have some neuronal and neuropil characteristics in common, many other features readily distinguish the two regions, suggesting it is distinct from the MSt.

Neurons. The ventrocaudal part of MSt, like the other parts of MSt, is rich in medium-sized spiny projection neurons containing either SP or ENK, as evident in colchicine-treated material. Scattered NPY+ neurons are present, but there are few PARV+ and CALB+ neurons, similar to the medial MSt but in contrast to the lateral MSt. Neurons immunolabeled for GAD are scarce, but GABA immunolabeling and GAD65 in situ hybridization studies have shown that GAD-synthesizing perikarya are abundant in this area (Veenman and Reiner, 1994; Sun et al., 2005). Rare neurons immunolabeled for VIP are observed in colchicine-treated cases. The Stvc has scattered ChAT+ neurons, which are more abundant than in the adjacent lateral part of MSt, but far less abundant than in the adjacent globus pallidus or INP.

Neuropil. The neuropil of the ventrocaudal part of the striatum contains very high levels of TH and CCK, high levels of ChAT, VIP, ENK, NPY and GAD, moderate levels of CALB, and low levels of PARV. It is highly enriched in SP and ChAT. A number of these features distinguish the ventrocaudal striatum from the MSt. Notably, woolly fibers enriched with SP, ENK and/or VIP are more numerous in the Stvc. GAD woolly fibers, however, are less intensely labeled in the Stvc than in the MSt. The non-woolly part of the neuropil contains more ChAT, VIP, TH, and NPY compared to the MSt. Unlike the medial part of the MSt, but like the lateral part of the
MSt, the neuropil of the ventrocaudal striatal region is rich in TH but poor in PARV. At its more rostral levels (Figs. 6, 7), it has especially high levels of TH+ and CCK+ fibers and terminals. The enrichment in CALB is similar to the lateral MSt. The similar distributions of TH and CCK in terminals in the paratubercular, reticulated, and ventrocaudal striatal regions are consistent with the possibility of their co-localization in the terminals of dopaminergic midbrain neurons in these regions. CCK has been colocalized to dopaminergic terminals in mammals (Seroogy et al., 1988).

3.2.5. Ventral Pallidum

Neurons. The ventral pallidum (VP) appears rostrally as a very thin band between the striatum and olfactory tubercle, and is best distinguished by its very low TH expression compared to these adjacent regions (Figs. 5D-7D). At approximately A10.75 in the Karten and Hodos atlas (1967), the VP expands dorsally, and occupies an oval zone ventrolateral to the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (Fig. 6). It is rich in large aspiny GABAergic and PARV+ neurons, which are likely to be co-labeled projection neurons. Very few neurons with medium spiny projection neuron markers such as SP, ENK, and CALB are present, although ChAT+ neurons are scattered throughout the VP.

Neuropil. The neuropil of the VP contains very high levels of ENK, NPY, GAD, and SP, high levels of VIP, moderate levels of ChAT, CCK, and CALB, and low levels of PARV. The SP, ENK, GAD and NPY immunolabeling take the form of woolly fibers, which occur throughout the ventral pallidum, whereas VIP+ woolly fibers are only seen in the medial VP. ChAT, TH, and CCK immunolabeling are conspicuously poorer in VP than in adjacent regions, and thereby serve to delineate it. The complementarity between the few TH+ or CCK+ fibers, and the many SP+, ENK+, and NPY+ woolly fibers is especially striking.

3.2.6. Olfactory Tubercle

Overview. The olfactory tubercle is defined here as the thin subpallial region at the base of the telencephalon that receives olfactory bulb input (Figs. 2-6).
Neurons. The rostral and ventral olfactory tubercle contain neurons that express striatal markers, including ENK and SP. GAD+ neurons are also present in the rostral and ventromedial olfactory tubercle as expected for a striatal region. ChAT+, NPY+, VIP+, CALB+ and PARV+ neurons are scarce in this territory.

Neuropil. Like other striatal regions, the neuropil of the rostral ventral olfactory tubercle is rich in ENK, TH, CCK, NPY, GAD, SP, and CALB, moderate in VIP, and poor in PARV. More caudally and laterally, the olfactory tubercle has some pallidal characteristics, since it is poor in TH.

3.2.7. Lateral part of the Bed Nucleus of Stria Terminalis

Overview. The lateral bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BSTL) is largest at levels caudal to the nucleus accumbens (Figs. 6-8). It extends rostrally as a thin sheet along the ventricular edge of the accumbens, and can be distinguished from the accumbens by its neurochemical traits (Figs. 4-5, asterisk), as described below.

Neurons. The BSTL is characterized by the presence of many ENK+ neurons, which are also known to be GABAergic, whereas neurons containing ChAT, NPY, SP, CALB, and PARV are scarce. By contrast, both SP+ and ENK+ neurons are abundant in nucleus accumbens.

Neuropil. Most of the BSTL neuropil is rich in ENK but poor by comparison in VIP, although it contains smaller patches that are poor in ENK and rich in VIP. Other markers are distributed more homogeneously, and the BSTL is characterized by moderate levels of GAD and NPY, and only very low levels of ChAT, TH, CCK, and SP. The neurochemistry of the neuropil of BSTL is distinctive, since it is conspicuously poor in SP, ChAT, CCK, and TH compared to the surrounding striatum, although a TH+ neuropil zone is present at caudal levels (Figs. 7D, 8D). The neuropil of the BSTL and striatum express similar levels of GAD and NPY. Our results are consistent with a previous suggestion (Abellán and Medina, 2009) that the BSTL has both pallidal and striatal traits, since we observed the pallidal traits of low TH and CCK, and the striatal trait of many ENK+ neurons. The BSTL pallidal traits stem from its development from the pallidal sector of the lateral ventricle where it is located, and striatal neurons such as those containing ENK migrate into the pallidal territory (Abellán and Medina, 2009). The BSTL
expresses very low levels of CALB and PARV, in agreement with the description of Husband and Shimizu (2011).

3.2.8. **External parts of the Lateral Bed Nucleus of Stria Terminalis**

*Overview.* The BStL is bordered at its dorsal and ventral edges by an external zone, with the external zone border being located ventrally by the VP and dorsally by the MSt. We identify this region because it differs from the BSTL itself in its neurochemistry, but also appears distinct from the adjacent MSt and VP. Husband and Shimizu (2011) subdivided this external region into dorsal and ventral parts.

*Neurons.* The external region of the BStL is richer than the BSTL in ChAT+ neurons, but poorer in ENK+ neurons. Neurons containing NPY and PARV are also scarce, although CALB+ neurons are scattered within it, as previously noted by Husband and Shimizu (2011).

*Neuropil.* The neuropil of the dorsal part of the external region is rich in ENK and VIP, moderate in ChAT, TH, CCK, and SP, but is poor in NPY and PARV and contains patches of CALB. The enrichment of the neuropil of the ventral part of the external region in CCK and VIP readily distinguishes it from the lighter immunostaining for these in the adjacent BSTL, ventral pallidum, and septum. ChAT, TH, GAD, ENK, and SP do not differentiate these two BSTL regions. However, CALB expression is distributed more evenly in the ventral than in the dorsal part.

4. **Discussion**

Previous studies of the neurochemistry of the avian basal ganglia identified the fundamental regions that are similar to the mammalian striatum, accumbens, globus pallidus, and ventral pallidum (Reiner et al., 1998; Mezey and Csillag, 2002; Reiner et al., 2004b; Balint and Csillag, 2007). The present neurochemical analysis, together with previous neurochemical and connectional studies of the basal ganglia, confirms these fundamental observations, and furthermore identifies several additional compartments and their boundaries. These data lead us to consider several possible previously unrecognized homologies between the avian and mammalian basal ganglia, as well as note that some may be unique to birds or, more broadly, to birds and reptiles.
4.1. **Medial and Lateral Striatum**

The dorsal striatum of birds comprises the dorsalmost part of most of the lateral subpallium, and is composed of the medial and lateral striatum, formerly known as the lobus parolfactorius and paleostriatum augmentatum, respectively (Karten and Hodos, 1967; Reiner et al., 2002, 2004b). Our results illustrate striking differences in immunolabeling intensities between the medial and lateral striatum, which confirms and extends the differences noted by many other investigators (Reiner et al., 1983; Wynne and Gunturkun, 1995; Gallatioto et al., 1998; Ballint and Csillag, 2007). The histochemical differences may reflect functional differences, as for example reflected in connectional differences between the medial and lateral striatum. The avian medial striatum is connected with areas often characterized as limbic (Yamamoto and Reiner, 2005). For example, it receives its principal inputs from the prehippocampal area, olfactory cortex, caudolateral nidopallium, and posterior amygdala, and projects to the dopaminergic substantial nigra (Karten and Dubbeldam, 1973; Brauth et al., 1978; Reiner et al., 1983; Bottjer et al., 1989; Veenman et al., 1995). The lateral striatum receives inputs predominantly related to sensory and motor processing, including the hyperpallium (visual and somatosensory cortical-like areas), and lateral nidopallium (Veenman et al., 1995). The lateral striatum projects primarily to the globus pallidus, whereas the medial striatum projects primarily to the substantia nigra pars compacta and ventral tegmental area (Karten and Dubbeldam, 1973; Brauth et al., 1978; Lewis et al., 1981; Reiner et al., 1983, 1998a; Bottjer et al., 1989; Bottjer, 1993; Castro and Ball, 1994; Grisham and Arnold, 1994; Reiner et al., 1994; Medina and Reiner, 1995; Soha et al., 1996; Luo and Perkel, 1999; Sun and Reiner, 2000). As detailed below, however, our results support division of medial striatum into neurochemically distinct medial and lateral zones, as suggested by Abellán and Medina (2009), and that the lateral striatum of birds is also divided into neurochemically distinct medial and lateral zones.

Most striatal regions are enriched with dopaminergic terminals, identifiable by intense granular TH immunolabeling, and a high density of medium-sized GABAergic neurons with spiny dendrites containing SP, ENK, GAD and dopamine-regulated neuronal phosphoprotein
Medium-sized spiny projection neuronal perikarya containing either SP or ENK are evident in colchicine-treated material (Anderson and Reiner, 1990a,b). Although all medium-sized spiny neurons are thought to be GABAergic, their perikarya do not immunolabel well for either GAD or GABA (Veenman et al., 1994), but can be detected by in situ hybridization for GAD65 (Sun et al., 2005). Various striatal interneuron types are also characteristic of striatum, including large neurons containing ChAT, large GABAergic neurons containing parvalbumin, and medium-sized interneurons co-containing somatostatin, NPY and NADPHd (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate-diaphorase) (Reiner et al., 1998a). Note that somatostatin, NPY and NADPHd are largely found in the same striatal interneurons in both mammals and birds, but in birds, somatostatin and NPY also occur in many medium spiny projection neurons (Anderson and Reiner, 1990b). Thus, NADPHd (which is known to represent the enzymatic activity of nitric oxide synthase) selectively identifies the interneuron cells in pigeons, while somatostatin and NPY immunolabeling do not. Other studies show that NADPHd+ neurons are present in both medial and lateral striatum in birds (Brüning, 1993; Brüning et al., 1994; Atoji et al., 2001). The lateral striatum with its paucity of cholinergic interneurons differs from medial striatum due to its relative abundance in cholinergic interneurons, as noted here and previously (Medina and Reiner, 1994), whereas both striatal sectors contain NADPHd+ interneurons and PARV+ interneurons. The predominant outputs of the medial and lateral striatum also differ, as the medial striatum largely projects to the midbrain nigral region, whereas the lateral striatum projects mainly to globus pallidus (Karten and Dubbeldam, 1973; Reiner et al., 2004b). Further details about medial and lateral striatum are considered in the next section in which the avian dorsal striatum is compared to that in mammals.

4.1.1. Comparisons of the avian striatum to striatum in mammals

The avian striatum, like the mammalian striatum, develops from a Dlx1/2-rich and Nkx2.1-poor neuroepithelium (Fernandez et al., 1998; Puelles et al., 2000). The mammalian striatum contains neurochemically and hodologically distinct striosomes (or patches) dispersed
within the striatal matrix, but such a segregation of patches within the striatal matrix is not obvious in birds (Karten and Dubbeldam, 1973; Brauth et al., 1978; Reiner et al., 1983, 1994, 1998a; Bottjer et al., 1989; Bottjer, 1993; Castro and Ball, 1994; Grisham and Arnold, 1994; Medina and Reiner, 1995; Soha et al., 1996; Durstewitz et al., 1999; Luo and Perkel, 1999). The matrix compartment of mammalian striatum is further divided into functional territories (termed T1-T3 by Morel et al., 2002) that are distinguished by their neuropil content of different markers, in particular CALB and PARV (Morel et al., 2002, François et al., 1994; Holt et al., 1997; Joel and Winer, 1997; Prensa et al, 2003; Riedel et al., 2002). The accumbens core comprises the T4 region of Morel et al., (2002) and is discussed with the ventral striatum below.

The matrix of the caudal and lateral putamen (T1 region of Morel et al., 2002) of mammals is characterized by low levels of CALB and very high levels of PARV. It receives its dominant input from somatosensory and motor cortical areas, and for this reason is sometimes called somatomotor striatum (Morel et al., 2002; Künzle, 1975; Parent and Hazrati, 1995; Prensa 1999; Riedel et al., 2002). This compartment in mammals resembles the medial part of the lateral striatum in pigeons, which likewise contains low CALB and high PARV levels (present data). The medial part of the LSt receives a prominent input from the rostral Wulst of the hyperpallium (a motor cortical area) and projects to globus pallidus, which together form the motor output circuit of the avian basal ganglia (Veenman et al., 1995; Medina et al., 1997; Wild and Williams, 2000; Shimizu et al., 1995). Additionally, the medial LSt and mammalian somatomotor striatum have similar developmental origins (Abellán and Medina, 2009).

Although the medial LSt of pigeons is certainly at least analogous to the somatomotor striatum of mammals, the immunohistochemical, connectional, and developmental similarities between it and the mammalian somatomotor striatum suggest that they are most likely homologous rather than independently derived similarities.

The matrix of the rostral dorsal caudoputamen (T2 of Morel et al., 2002) is characterized by high levels of CALB and very little PARV; it receives its main inputs from associative cortical territories such as the visual, sensory-motor, cingulate, and entorhinal cortices as well as the basolateral amygdala, and projects to the globus pallidus (Mesulam, 1985; McGeorge and Faull, 1989; Parent and Hazrati, 1995; Haber and McFarland, 1999; Morel et al., 2002; Prensa et al.,
The matrix of the rostral ventral caudoputamen (T3 region of Morel et al., 2002) is also characterized by high levels of CALB and very little PARV, similar to the T2 region in mammals. In addition, the main inputs to T3 arise from paralimbic cortical territories such as prefrontal, insular, perirhinal and entorhinal cortices, and amygdala (Mesulam, 1985; Haber and McFarland, 1999; Morel et al., 2002; Prensa et al., 2003; Riedel et al., 2002; Künzle, 2005). Our results show that immunohistochemistry of the lateral part of the medial striatum of birds resembles both the rostral dorsal and rostral ventral matrix (T2 and T3) of the caudoputamen, as it, also, has high CALB/low PARV. The connections further support these comparisons with associative-like inputs arising predominantly from the caudal Wulst of the hyperpallium, a largely visual cortical area, from the caudolateral nidopallium, a limbic associative-like pallial area and limbic-like projections from periolfactory and paralimbic pallial areas and amygdalar areas (Veenman et al., 1995; Kröner and Güntürkün, 1999), and output projections to the globus pallidus (Farries et al., 2005; Abellán and Medina, 2009; Kuenzel et al., 2011). In addition to these hodological and immunohistochemical similarities, developmental parallels also support the view that the lateral part of MSt is homologous to the mammalian associative caudoputamen (Abellán and Medina, 2009; Kuenzel et al., 2011). Thus, the immunohistochemical, connectional and developmental characteristics of the lateral part of the MSt resemble both the associational and limbic striatal areas of mammals. Further work is needed to determine if separate limbic and association striatal areas can be differentiated within the lateral MSt, and to what degree the lateral MSt is homologous or independently derived from the ancestral amniote striatal organization.

The projections to the medialmost part of the MSt resemble those to the mammalian T3 matrix, as medialmost MSt receives its input from such limbic-associated regions as the prehippocampal area, the pyriform cortex, prepyriform cortex, and nucleus taeniae (olfactory amygdala area), the core of the arcopallium, and the caudolateral nidopallium (Veenman et al., 1995; Atoji and Wild 2014). Moreover, medialmost MSt projects to dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area, as does the mammalian limbic striatum (Mezey and Csillag, 2002). The medialmost MSt of pigeons, however, shows less CALB and more PARV than the mammalian T3, and also shows fewer TH+ fibers and more SP+ woolly fibers than any of the mammalian
striatal matrix areas (Voorn et al., 1989; Morel et al., 2002; Holt et al., 1997). Thus, it is uncertain if the two regions are homologous but with divergent neurochemistry, or if they are merely similar in connectivity but evolutionarily separately derived (i.e., analogous). The possibility has also been raised that medialmost MSt might correspond to a mammalian striosome-like compartment that has not been interwoven into a matrix compartment (Bálint and Csillag, 2007; Kuenzel et al., 2011). The low CALB and PARV, moderate TH, and heavy SP levels of medial MSt are consistent with this possibility, as is its limbic-associated input. The rostroventral striosomes near the ventricle appear late in neurogenesis in mammals, in agreement with the late neurogenesis of the medial striatum in birds (Tsai et al., 1981a,b; Song & Harlan, 1994). However, the medialmost MSt in birds is unique in its enrichment of woolly fibers, which are absent in the mammalian striatal striosomes and matrix. Additionally, high mu opiate receptor levels are a characteristic of striosomes, and the medial striatum possesses low levels, although slightly higher than in more lateral striatal areas (Reiner et al., 1989; Wang et al., 2007), which led Reiner et al. (1989) to suggest that neurons homologous to striosomes may be homogeneously distributed in the striatum of birds. Thus, a clear mammalian homologue of the medial MSt is uncertain and it appears to be a divergent region.

Finally, the caudal and lateralmost part of the lateral striatum of pigeons expresses low levels of both PARV and CALB, and does not readily compare to any part of the mammalian striatum. Several prior studies have suggested that at least part of the caudalmost part of LSt may correspond to the central extended amygdala of mammals (Abellán and Medina, 2009; Bruce, 2012).

4.1.2. Comparisons of the avian striatum to striatum in reptiles and amphibians

The reptilian striatum has a medial–lateral differentiation similar to most species that have been studied. In Caiman, the subpallial region termed the ventrolateral area is comparable to the striatum and contains heterogeneous distributions of markers that define at least three regions comparable to those identified here in pigeons (Brauth, 1984; Brauth et al., 1985; Brauth, 1988; Brauth et al., 1988). Those regions are: (1) a rostromedial region that is CALB poor but contains high levels of ENK+, SP+ and ChAT+ in neuronal perikarya and neuropil,
and is thus comparable to the medial MSt of pigeons; (2) a dorsolateral region that has a CALB+, ENK+, TH+, and serotonin+ neuropil, and is thus comparable to pigeon lateral medial striatum; and (3) a ventrolateral region with a TH+ neuropil, comparable to pigeon lateral striatum. It is uncertain whether the lateral striatum of *Caiman* can be further divided into sectors, as we have here for pigeons. The striatum (paleostriatum augmentatum) of the turtle *Pseudemys* contains a medial region with higher levels of ChAT+, ENK+, NPY+, SP+, and somatostatin+ cells and neuropil and thus is comparable to avian medial striatum, and a lateral region with a similar neuronal profile but higher levels of dopaminergic terminals in the neuropil and thus is comparable to avian lateral striatum (Reiner et al., 1984; Reiner, 1987; Reiner and Oliver, 1987; Smeets et al., 1987; Powers and Reiner, 1993). In lizards, the neuropil of the medial striatum contains higher levels of ENK and somatostatin than the lateral striatum (Russchen et al., 1987; Pérez-Clausell and Fredens, 1988), but other markers (dopamine and acetylcholinesterase) did not reveal additional compartments (Smeets et al, 1986a,b). Studies of CALB and PARV localization are needed to determine if the striatum of turtles and lizards possesses two medial striatum and two lateral striatum sectors, as in pigeons.

The amphibian striatum can also be divided into neurochemical compartments. In contrast to pigeons, the medial striatal region in amphibians contains higher levels of TH and ChAT and lower levels of SP and ENK compared to the lateral striatal region, although occasional patches that express high levels of ENK are present near the ventricle (Marin et al., 1997, 1998; Mühlenbrock-Lenter et al., 2005). The neuropil at the border of medial and lateral regions contains higher levels of CALB (Morona and González, 2008). Together, these data suggest that there may be three neurochemical compartments in amphibian striatum. In amphibians, however, the features of the medial and lateral striatal compartments do not correspond to those of the similarly located compartments in birds. Moreover, striatal neurons tend to be concentrated along the ventricle in amphibians, and few are located more laterally. By contrast, in birds they are uniformly distributed in striatum. Thus, the compartments in amphibians may be independently derived and unrelated to those in birds.

4.2. Ventral Striatum
The avian ventral striatum consists of the nucleus accumbens, the paratubercular striatum, the reticular striatum, Stvc, and the olfactory tubercle. In addition, the lateral StM extends ventrally so that it is adjacent to ventral striatal territories, and its ventralmost part will be discussed as a possible ventral striatal territory. Each compartment is distinguished by unique combinations of neurochemical characteristics, as noted above. The olfactory tubercle is clearly similar to its mammalian namesake, but homologs of the other compartments are less straightforward. In mammals, the accumbens core and accumbens shell regions are often subdivided into medial and lateral regions based on their neurochemical properties.

4.2.1. Nucleus Accumbens: Core-like region

The human and marmoset nucleus accumbens can be divided into medial and lateral compartments based on their CR+, CALB- and PARV-neuropil content (medial and lateral T4 region of Morel et al., 2002). The medial T4 region corresponds with the rodent rostral accumbens (Meredith et al., 1996) and will be considered with the shell-like regions below. The characteristics of the lateral subdivision (lateral T4 region of Morel et al., 2002) of the human and rodent accumbens core closely resemble those seen in the ventralmost lateral MSt of pigeons. The primate accumbens core contains a lateral compartment (lateral T4) that is neurochemically similar to the adjacent (T2 and T3) striatal matrix, with high levels of CALB and very low levels of PARV (Meredith et al., 1996; Morel et al., 2002). This region also contains high levels of TH+ fibers, moderate levels of ENK and SP, and low levels of NPY (Zaborsky et al., 1985; Voorn et al., 1989; Zahm and Brog, 1992; Heimer et al., 1997; Brauer et al., 2000; Riedel et al., 2002, Prensa et al., 2003). Thus, the similar characteristics and location of the ventralmost lateral MSt of the accumbens core compartment of humans and rodents.

4.2.2. Nucleus accumbens: Shell-like regions

The accumbens shell region of rodents is distinguished from the core region by its low levels of CALB (Voorn et al., 1989; Zahm and Brog, 1992; Jongen-Rêlo et al., 1994). By this definition, the main shell region of rodents is often subdivided into medial and lateral divisions,
but also includes most of the rostral pole of accumbens. The rodent rostral pole is comparable to the human medial striatal subdivision (medial T4 region of Morel et al., 2002), a medial core region of humans, and is dealt with separately below.

The main part of the mammalian accumbens shell (medial and lateral divisions) contains higher levels of TH+, SP+, VIP+, and CCK+ fibers than the accumbens core (Zaborsky et al., 1985; Voorn et al., 1989; Zahm and Brog, 1992; Heimer et al., 1997; Brauer et al., 2000; Riedel et al., 2002, Prensa et al., 2003). CART+ perikarya and a CR+ neuropil are located predominantly in the medial accumbens shell (Bubser et al., 2000; Fagergren and Hurd 2007). In birds, the homologue of the mammalian accumbens shell has been identified relatively recently (Roberts et al., 2002; Reiner et al., 2004b; Ballint and Csillag, 2007; Abellán and Medina, 2009), although its boundaries remained unclear. Based on similar neurochemical similarities, both the paratubercular and Stvc regions resemble the mammalian shell of the accumbens, although the Stvc immunostains slightly less for VIP, ENK, and GAD than the paratubercular region. The Lmo4 gene has been identified as a marker for the accumbens shell in chicks and mammals (Abellán and Medina, 2009), and this Lmo4+ region in chicks roughly coincides with the paratubercular striatum plus Stvc of pigeons, consistent with a homology with the mammalian medial and lateral shell regions. In pigeons, striatal CART+ cells are primarily located in the medial part of the medial part of the paratubercular region, suggesting it may be comparable to the mammalian medial accumbens shell. The location of the mammalian medial and lateral accumbens shell also resembles the paratubercular and Stvc of pigeons, being sandwiched between the accumbens core and the ventral pallidum. Interestingly, in pigeons, the Stvc forms a cup around the caudal pole of the ventral part of the lateral MST, much like the accumbens shell that surrounds the caudal accumbens core in mammals (Zahm and Brog, 1992), giving this homology a further topological similarity.

4.2.3 Nucleus accumbens: Rostromedial-like regions

In humans, the neuropil of the medial subdivision of the accumbens core (medial T4 region of Morel et al., 2002) immunostains at very high levels for CR, moderate levels of CALB, and low levels of PARV (Morel, 2002). In rodents, this compartment appears to correspond to a
low CALB region in the rostral accumbens and the striosomal patches that extend from it into the accumbens core, which label with very high levels of SP, low CALB and PARV (Voorn et al., 1989; Zahm and Brog, 1992; Zahm and Heimer, 1993; Meredith et al., 1996; Riedel et al., 2002). In rodents this region is often considered a shell-like region because of its low CALB+ neuropil and its projections to the ventral pallidum, hypothalamus, and ventral tegmental area (Zahm and Heimer, 1993). The region identified as the avian nucleus accumbens in Reiner et al. (2004b) is similarly characterized by a neuropil with very high levels of SP and CR, moderate levels of CALB, and low levels of PARV, compared to the overlying dorsal striatum. Thus, the similar combination of neurochemical staining and the rostral medial location suggests that the avian accumbens of Reiner et al. (2004b) may be comparable to the medial accumbens core of humans and to the rostral accumbens clusters and striosome-like extensions of rodents.

4.2.4. Nucleus accumbens: Connectional and functional correlations

Connectional similarities further support these shell and core comparisons between mammals and pigeons. For example, in mammals, the ventral pallidum receives projections from the medial and lateral shell and core, and in pigeons, it receives projections from the paratubercular region, the Stvc, and from the ventral part of the lateral MSt (Groenewegen et al., 1999; Medina and Reiner, 1997; Bálint et al., 2011). Both the avian and mammalian accumbens shell and core exhibit largely similar efferent projections, including their major projections to the ventral pallidum, basal nucleus of Meynert, nucleus of the diagonal band, lateral hypothalamus, lateral preoptic area, subthalamic nucleus, substantia nigra and parabrachial region, although a projection from neurotensin-labeled neurons in the accumbens (likely corresponding to our Stvc) and BSTL project to the parabrachial nucleus appears to be unique to birds (Bálint et al., 2011, 2016). The accumbens core and shell of both birds and mammals are distinguished by some of their afferent projections. The hippocampal subicular and CA1 regions project predominantly to the rostral and medial parts of the shell (Groenewegen et al., 1999; Groenewegen et al., 1987; Brog et al., 1993). Similarly, the pigeon hippocampal formation projects to the accumbens and paratubercular regions (Atoji and Wild, 2004). Furthermore, the avian Stvc, ventral part of the lateral MSt (proposed accumbens shell
and core), and BSTL receive projections from the dorsal arcopallium, which may be comparable in part to the mammalian projection from the pallial amygdala (Hanics et al., 2016).

The subdivisions of the mammalian accumbens shell and core have distinct connections and distinct roles in processing appetitive behaviors, (e.g., Kelley, 1999; Zahm, 1999; Heimer et al., 1997). The mammalian nucleus accumbens plays a critical role in learning and regulating reward-associated motivational responses, with the shell and core regions contributing distinct functions (Mogenson et al., 1980; Swerdlow and Koob, 1987; LeMoal and Simon 1991; Heimer et al., 1991; Zahm and Brog, 1992; Kalivas et al., 1999; Haber and McFarland, 1999). The shell receives motivationally relevant information from areas such as the ventral tegmental area, the medial part of the ventral pallidum, and the prefrontal cortex. This information is integrated to determine the intensity of the response and reaches the accumbens core. The accumbens core then regulates the initiation of the motor response through projections to motor regions such as the substantia nigra, subthalamic nucleus, and pedunculopontine nuclei. Comparable studies in birds are important for resolving this possible homology. Further investigations are needed to determine if the potential accumbens shell and core subterritories that we have identified histochemically have functional interactions similar to those in mammals.

4.2.5. Striatal reticular area

The striatal reticular area is distinguished by small interdigitating zones that stain lightly vs. darkly with ENK, TH, CCK, NPY, GAD, and PARV. The darker staining zones appear to represent the neuropil of the paratubercular region as it passes over the rostral pole of the ventral pallidum to fuse with the Stvc, which is located dorsal to the enlarged ventral pallidum. The interdigitating lighter staining zones may represent the rostral pole of the ventral pallidum, or an axonal tract that passes along the rostral pole of the ventral pallidum, or both. Because we could not distinguish between these possibilities, we recognize this as a distinct region that requires further investigation.

4.2.6. Comparisons of ventral striatum compartments to reptiles and amphibians
A mammalian-like accumbens region associated with the rostral striatum has been identified in both reptiles and amphibians. In frogs it is characterized by very high levels of TH, SP, and ENK (Marin et al., 1998), and thus appears to be comparable to the shell-like regions of pigeons, StP and Stvc, and to the mammalian accumbens shell. In the lizard *Psamodromus*, two accumbens regions have been identified (Guirado et al., 1999). The rostromedial accumbens expresses high levels of TH, SP, GABA, whereas the caudolateral accumbens expresses levels more similar to the adjacent striatum, suggesting a possible shell and core division, respectively, similar to those in birds and mammals.

4.3. **Olfactory tubercle**

The similarities between the olfactory tubercle of birds, reptiles, and mammals are striking. In birds, reptiles, and mammals, it receives a projection from, and projects to, the olfactory bulb (Martinez Garcia et al., 1991; Lohman and Smeets, 1993; Lanuza and Halpern, 1998; Atoji and Wild, 2014). Embryologically, it is formed predominantly by pallidal derivatives medially and striatal derivatives laterally (including the islands of Calleja), based on gene expression in birds and mammals (Abellán and Medina, 2009). Most neurochemical markers are richly abundant in the neuropil (ENK, TH, CCK, NPY, GAD and SP) and in cells (ENK, SP, and GAD). This region has been identified in multiple studies, and its similarity to the like-named mammalian region has been noted (Striedter et al., 1998; Puelles et al., 2000; Roberts et al., 2002; García-López et al., 2008; Reiner et al., 2004b; Abellán and Medina 2009).

4.3. **Globus Pallidus and Ventral Pallidum**

The avian pallidum, like that of mammals, includes the globus (dorsal) pallidus and ventral pallidum, which are distinguished from striatal areas by an abundance of woolly fibers that at least contain substance P or enkephalin, and low levels of dopaminergic and cholinergic fibers and acetylcholinesterase (Young et al, 1984; Heimer et al., 1987; Medina and Reiner, 1995; Heimer et al., 1999), which are largely pallidal characteristics. Our data confirm these earlier findings. Furthermore, the pallidal nature of these groups is also indicated by their origin from comparable Nkx2.1-expressing regions during development, the medial ganglionic
eminence in mammals or its equivalent in birds, as well as their expression of chicken Lhx6 and chicken Lhx7/8 (Puelles et al., 2000; Abellán and Medina, 2009). Nonetheless, in reptiles and birds the globus pallidus is not divided into internal and external pallidal segments as in mammals, since SP+ and ENK+ woolly fibers have overlapping distributions in birds, unlike in mammals, in which they are segregated to the internal and external pallidal segments, respectively. Of interest, our data indicate the existence of a prominent population of VIP+ striatal neurons that project to GP, given its enrichment in VIP+ woolly fibers. This population was not seen with colchicine treatment and will require sensitive in situ hybridization to detect. Similarly, the presence of VIP+ and NPY+ woolly fibers in VP indicates the existence of VIP+ and NPY+ striatal projection neurons projecting to VP. The present and prior studies indicate these are likely to reside in MSt and nucleus accumbens (Anderson et al., 1990b). The boundaries of the ventral pallidum have occasionally been misidentified in previous studies in birds, often locating the ventral pallidum more rostral or medial than its true location as defined here by woolly fiber localization, or mislabeling it as the accumbens shell (e.g., Kuenzel et al., 2011). Recognizing the full extent of the VP boundary is a challenge even with histochemical markers such as VIP, CCK and NPY, because they do not occupy the entire ventral pallidum. In this regard, SP, ENK, and GAD provide useful positive markers for identifying VP, as they heavily stain the entire nucleus. TH and CCK define the VP and GP by their absence.

4.4. Intrapeduncular nucleus

The intrapeduncular nucleus was once considered a pallidal region because of its location between the globus pallidus and the ventral pallidum (Karten and Dubbeldam, 1973; Medina and Reiner, 1994), and suggested to be comparable to globus pallidus internus of mammals. Indeed, it contains relatively few ChAT+ and TH+ terminals in its neuropil, giving it this pallidal characteristic. However, the intrapeduncular nucleus is devoid of SP, ENK, and VIP, and GAD woolly fibers, which is the most defining feature of the globus pallidus and ventral pallidum (Reiner et al., 2004b). Moreover, it contains neurons expressing striatal markers Lmo4, SP, and Cdh8, but has few cells expressing pallidal markers Nkx2.1, Lhx6, or Lhx7/8 (Abellán and Medina, 2009, Vicario et al., 2014). These findings suggest that INP is a dorsal
striatal structure that contains a small number of cells originating from pallidal areas during development. A clear mammalian homologue is uncertain, and further studies are needed to determine if this cell group represents a part of the central extended amygdalar complex, part of the striatum, or part of the pallidum. As no clear homologue is evident in reptiles, INP may be uniquely evolved in avians. Along these lines, it is important to note that INP is highly enriched in ChAT+ neurons, as observed here and reported previously by Medina and Reiner (1994). It may be that, in the absence of intrinsic cholinergic neurons, these are the source of the cholinergic terminals in lateral striatum, and enable a role of the type of muscarinic mechanisms in motor plasticity as seen in mammals (Pisani et al., 2007).

4.5. Bed nucleus of stria terminalis: Lateral and external parts

Although the location of the BSTL varied in earlier studies in pigeons, it is recognized and clearly differentiated from the striatal and accumbens regions by its low levels of TH, ChAT, NPY, SP, DARPP-32, parvalbumin and calbindin and its relative richness in ENK and calretinin (Reiner et al., 1998b; Durstewitz et al., 1999; Reiner et al., 2004b; Balint and Csillag, 2007; Husband and Shimizu, 2011; this study). Our data confirm the low levels of ChAT and SP and show that the BSTL can also be identified by lower expression levels of VIP, TH and NPY, relative to adjacent areas. The expression of VIP, ENK and CCK is more complex, with regions of higher and lower intensity within the BSTL. Our BSTL appears to correspond to what was termed the dorsomedial part of the BSTL (BSTLdm) in embryonic chicks, which contains lower levels of cLmo4 and cSP, relative to adjacent areas (Abellán and Medina, 2009).

The external part of the BSTL forms the dorsal and ventral margins of the BSTL, respectively. The dorsal part of this border region displays higher levels of ChAT (or AChE), CCK, NPY, TH and VIP than the BSTL (present study). The ventral part displays higher levels of TH, CCK, and NPY, but lower levels of ChAT (or AChE). The ventral external BSTL corresponds to an area that expresses higher levels of calbindin, and the dorsal BSTL corresponds to a heterogeneous area with clusters of parvalbumin, calretinin, and calbindin neuropil, called the ventral and dorsal regions of nucleus accumbens by Husband and Shimizu (2011).
Based on these characteristics, the pigeon dorsal external BSTL is comparable to the dorsal capsular and dorsal central parts of the rodent BSTL (Alheid et al., 1995). The pigeon ventral external BSTL is comparable to rodent juxtacapsular and ventral BSTL groups (Riedel et al., 2002; Alheid et al., 1995). The pigeon dorsal external BSTL appears to correspond to the dorsolateral BSTL of embryonic chicks, in which cells express cLmo4, cPax6, cCdh8. The ventral external BSTL corresponds to the ventral BSTL of embryonic chicks, with cells that express cLmo4 (Abellán and Medina, 2009).

4.5.1. Bed nucleus of stria terminalis: Comparison to reptiles and amphibians

A homologue of the mammalian BSTL, a rostral part of the central extended amygdala, has been recognized in amphibians, but not yet in reptiles, although labeling patterns suggest it is present (Smeets et al., 1986a,b; Reiner et al., 1984b, 1987; Russchen et al., 1987; Marin et al., 1998). In frogs, the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis expresses low levels of TH and high levels of ENK, as in birds and mammals.

4.6. Summary

The analysis of a combination of markers in the pigeon basal ganglia provides a powerful tool for identification of discrete, neurochemically distinct compartments and for comparisons to compartments in other species. This study provides a detailed description of the distribution of some of the major neurochemical markers of the basal ganglia. By combining multiple markers known to discriminate different regions of the mammalian basal ganglia and comparing their distribution over the full rostrocaudal extent of the subpallium, the present study has yielded a more comprehensive view of the heterogeneous organization of the basal ganglia in birds and a better resolution of the boundaries of the various groups. The combination of neuronal markers used here distinguished sixteen compartments in the pigeon basal ganglia. Four compartments were identified in the dorsal striatum, including a medial compartment that appears to be unique to birds based in part on its high content of woolly fibers, an associational striatal compartment, a lateral somatomotor striatal compartment, and a lateralmost compartment that is part of the central extended amygdala. Regions within the
ventral striatum were identified that appear to be comparable to the rostral pole, shell, and core of the mammalian accumbens (Fig. 12). The distinct compartments align in many cases with particular sets of projections reported in various mammalian species. Comparative analyses of our results demonstrate that most basal ganglia compartments are highly conserved among tetrapods. However, there are also divergent areas that may have evolved independently in birds, notably the medialmost MSt and the INP.

The compartments of the basal ganglia may have arisen from distinct genetic domains that are recognized differently by ingrowing axons. It will be important to determine how the neurochemical compartments relate to particular sets of projections, and to identify the genetic mechanisms that control their origins and development.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antibody</th>
<th>Immunogen</th>
<th>Optimal [1°]</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mouse anti-CALB</td>
<td>Bovine kidney calbindin-D-28K</td>
<td>1:500</td>
<td>C9848; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse anti-CART</td>
<td>Rat CART (54-102) conjugated to ovalbumin</td>
<td>1:2000</td>
<td>Dr. L. Thim, Novo Nordisk A/S, Bagsvaerd, Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-CCK</td>
<td>Sulfated CCK-8 (26-33)</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>20078; Incstar, Stillwater, MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-CR</td>
<td>recombinant human calretinin</td>
<td>1:500</td>
<td>7699/3; Swant (Bellinzona, Switzerland);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse anti-Leu-ENK</td>
<td>Leu5-enkephalin conjugated to bovine serum albumin</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>MAS083; Sera-Lab; Crawley Down, UK; Cuello et al., 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep anti-GAD</td>
<td>Partially purified rat brain synaptosomes</td>
<td>1:3000-4000</td>
<td>1440-4; National Institutes of Health; Oertel et al., 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-NPY</td>
<td>36 amino acid sequence</td>
<td>1:1,500</td>
<td>RAS7172N; Peninsula Labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse anti-PARV</td>
<td>Purified frog muscle parvalbumin</td>
<td>1:500-1:1000</td>
<td>P3088; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO; Heizmann et al., 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat anti-SP</td>
<td>Carboxylic terminal fragment of human SP</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>MAS035b; Sera-Lab, Crawley Down, Sussex, UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-TH</td>
<td>TH purified from bovine adrenal medulla</td>
<td>1:1000-2000</td>
<td>TE101; Eugene Tech, Allendale, NJ; Armstrong et al., 1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit anti-VIP</td>
<td>Carboxyl terminal 18-28 region of VIP</td>
<td>1:1000</td>
<td>7916; Dr. J.H. Walsh, Univ. California Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 For abbreviations, see text.
Table 2. Relative densities of neuropil immunostaining for markers examined in subregions of the subpallium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dorsal Subpallium</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ventral Subpallium</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MStm</td>
<td>MStm</td>
<td>LStm</td>
<td>LStm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CART</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCK</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CR</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPY</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intensity of antibody expression: 1 – low; 2 – moderate; 3 – high; 4 – very high

Table 3. Relative abundance of immunostained neurons for markers examined in subregions of the subpallium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dorsal Subpallium</th>
<th></th>
<th>Ventral Subpallium</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MStm</td>
<td>MStm</td>
<td>LStm</td>
<td>LStm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChAT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENK</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPY</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARV</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TH</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIP</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abundance of labeled cells: 0 – none; 1 – negligible; 2 – few; 3 – some; 4 – many
List of Abbreviations

Ac accumbens
BM nucleus basalis magnocellularis
BSTL bed nucleus of stria terminalis, lateral part
BD external capsule of BSTL, dorsal part
BV external capsule of BSTL, ventral part
GP globus pallidus
INP intrapeduncular nucleus
LFB lateral forebrain bundle
LOT lateral olfactory tract
LPS lamina pallio-subpallialis
LSt lateral striatum
MSt medial striatum
MStL lateral part of the medial striatum
MStM medial part of the medial striatum
LStM medial part of the lateral striatum
StVC ventral striatum, ventrocaudal part
StP ventral striatum, paratubercular region
QF quintofrontal tract
TSM tractus septo-pallio-mesencephalicus
TuO tuberculum olfactorium
VP ventral pallidum
Figure Legends

Fig. 1. Lateral view of the forebrain of *Columbia livia*. Numbers on top refer to the figure number that illustrates transverse sections from that level.

Fig. 2. Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia comparing immunostaining patterns of ChAT (A), VIP (B), ENK (C), TH (D), CCK (F), NPY (G), GAD (H), and SP (I) in different compartments of the striatum and ventral pallidum. These are illustrated in a schematic diagram (E). The series is arranged from rostral (A) to caudal (I). Note that two patches of neurons, the MI (open arrowhead) and islands of cells within the LPS (open arrows) express different neurochemical patterns than the adjacent striatal matrix. Rostrocaudal level is approximately A13.50.

Fig. 3. Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia at approximately A12.50, arranged as explained in Fig. 2. Open arrows - islands of cells in the lamina pallio-subpallialis.

Fig. 4. Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia at approximately A11.75, arranged as explained in Fig. 2. Asterisk - thin rostral extension of the BStL; closed arrows - finger-like extensions of the GP into the medial striatum; open arrows - islands of cells within the LPS.

Fig. 5. Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia at approximately A10.75, arranged as explained in Fig. 2. Asterisk - thin rostral extension of the BStL; closed arrows - finger-like extensions of the GP into the medial striatum; open arrows - islands of cells within the LPS.

Fig. 6. Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia at approximately A10.00, arranged as explained in Fig. 2. Closed arrows - finger-like extensions of the GP into the medial striatum; open arrows - islands of cells in the LPS.

Fig. 7. Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia at approximately A9.50, arranged as explained in Fig. 2. Closed arrows - finger-like extensions of the GP into the medial striatum; open arrows - islands of cells in the LPS.
**Fig. 8.** Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia at approximately A9.00, arranged as explained in Fig. 2. Open arrows - islands of cells in the LPS.

**Fig. 9.** Series of transverse sections through the rostral basal ganglia comparing immunostaining patterns of CALB (A-G) and PARV (A'-G'). Images from the 7 levels shown in Fig. 1 are arranged from rostral (A, A') to caudal (G, G').

**Fig. 10.** Transverse sections through the rostral striatum immunostaining patterns of CR (A-G) and CART (H-N). Note that the neuropil of nucleus accumbens stains with high levels of CR and CART, whereas the neuropil of the medial part of the paratubercular striatum stains with high levels of CART+ but low levels of CR.

**Fig. 11.** Images of woolly fibers stained with NPY (A), GAD (B), and SP (C) in the medial MST (A,B) and GP (C). Note that NPY+ and GAD+ fibers (arrows), terminals, and cells (arrowheads) are evident in the medial MST (A,B) and SP+ fibers (arrows) and cells (arrowheads) are evident in the globus pallidus (C).

**Fig. 12.** Schematic drawings summarizing the neurochemical subdivisions observed in this study, and proposed striatal and accumbens relationships. A, B, and C correspond to rostrocaudal levels A12.50, A10.75, and A9.50, respectively.
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Highlights

1. Sixteen distinct compartments were identified in the pigeon basal ganglia using multiple neurochemical markers.
2. The striatum contains neurochemical regions comparable to the mammalian somatomotor and associational striatum.
3. A neurochemically distinct area located in the medialmost striatum of pigeons appears to be unique to birds.
4. The ventral striatum contains neurochemical regions similar to the mammalian accumbens core, shell, and rostral areas.
5. Most of the main compartments of the basal ganglia were highly conserved during tetrapod evolution, yet unique avian compartments representing diversification have also evolved.